Live Click-and-Buy in Sept ’19

Welcome to the world of DAIMANI
The DAIMANI marketplace connects official providers of VIP Hospitality packages with corporate or individual

customers. We’re committed to offering as many Live Event Hospitality options worldwide as possible, at the best
available price. We already serve our customers in seven different languages, and we will add more in the future.
A friction-free click-and-buy marketplace will go live in September 2019. Until then, we’re offering events upon
request.

For individuals
DAIMANI is a real-time purchasing marketplace that aggregates all major official

VIP Hospitality Experiences. You can browse the world of VIP Hospitality using a

single account and make purchases with the convenience and security you expect.
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For corporates
Looking to purchase official VIP Hospitality packages? DAIMANI offers you access to
our unique global marketplace. Our bespoke procurement and guest management
tool ensures full compliance with the latest standards and regulations, giving you
peace of mind and unrivalled choice.

For event & rightsholders
DAIMANI is not a rightsholder; you are the rights holder. DAIMANI is both a market
place that aggregates official Live Event Hospitality from around the world, and a
sales tool for you.

Who we are
In 2018, six founders – all senior professionals from the VIP Hospitality industry – came together with a
collective idea: there has to be a better way to do this! The DAIMANI marketplace is the result of their
combined experience and expertise.
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What service means to us
We know how much this purchase means to you. So at DAIMANI, we use the very best that technology has to

offer, without forgetting how important a friendly voice can be. Someone is always available by phone, email or
online to provide detailed advice and help you with any problems.
Daimani App

Best available price

The DAIMANI App places the power of DAIMANI in
your hands, giving you 24-hour access to your account.
It doesn’t get more convenient than that.

The DAIMANI marketplace displays the VIP Hospitality
packages at the best available price. No booking fees or
credit card fees.

E-Ticket

Change of plans?

DAIMANI is committed to improving and streamlining the
VIP Hospitality Experience. We therefore offer e-tickets
through the DAIMANI App whenever possible.

We know that sometimes plans change. DAIMANI offers a
pioneering service that allows you to cancel VIP Hospitality
packages with no questions asked and you receive a full
refund on your purchase. Terms and conditions apply.

The language you speak

Payment convenience

As part of our commitment to making the purchasing
process as easy as possible, DAIMANI operates in all
major languages: French, German, Spanish, Russian,
Chinese, Arabic and English. And it makes us the first
company in the VIP Hospitality industry to embrace the
diversity of our global audience.

Everything about DAIMANI is built on the principle that
one size does not fit all. The same goes for the payment
methods we accept. We’re fine with any preference you
have, because if it’s convenient for you, then it’s conven
ient for us too.

How we work
DAIMANI is the bridge connecting the two sides of the VIP Hospitality experience. We are an open-access,
independent marketplace matchmaking official event holders and customers. We are also a community of
VIP Hospitality professionals and like-minded clients happy to be travelling in the same direction.
Global portfolio of events

Personalised service

We are committed to offering the world’s most extensive mar
ketplace for Live Event Hospitality experiences. As such, our
event range grows weekly.

We offer you self-explanatory materials in your own language.
And that’s not all: with DAIMANI, the human touch is always
there. If something’s not clear, reach out, and you will find
someone ready and eager to help.
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Integrity and transparency

Customer innovations

We know how important compliance, data security and pricing
integrity are in today’s boardrooms, because they’re important
to us too. Compliance is essential in a world of ever-increas
ing regulations, and this was the inspiration for the concept of
DAIMANI as a client-side procurement platform.

Our commitment to innovation is not just about our unique
SAP technology platform. We are constantly innovating, from
our generous reward programme to digital VIP Hospitality
access passes, because the customer’s interests are at the
heart of what DAIMANI is about.

Authentic experiences

Unrivalled experience

When it comes to sports events, we would love to guarantee
that your team will always win. But even we can’t do that!
What we can do is ensure a friction-free customer experience.

Between them, the cofounders of DAIMANI have several
lifetimes’ worth of experience at the cutting edge of the global
VIP Hospitality and IT industries. We are constantly looking for
ways to innovate and reinvent our business.

Our locations

London
Paris

Amsterdam
Hamburg
Zurich

Sochi
Hong Kong

São Paulo
Cape Town
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